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HALAKHIC PARAi\lETERS OF TRUTH

Society cherishes. the virtue of truth as a cardinal precept

of morality. It is the glue that cements relationships and permits
the web of social interaction to exist.

Truth is so sanctified by moral suasion that its violation evòkes
stringent legal and societal punitive actions. No one wants an
acknowledged liar as a leader,. partner, business associate, mate
or friend. Most people believe, moreover, as Chaucer noted,
"Truth wil out." The truth is always eventually uncovered. Thus,

both positive and negative sanctions serve as a deterrent to
falsehood.

But Iif~ experiences are not always patterned on the basis of

truth. Numerous occasions occur wherein the whole truth is
either simply not told or is even withheld. Also, what about the
phenomenon of the so-called white lie? Is a white lie an immoral
act? Is it immoral to give false praise? If an .individual inquires

about our health, generally our response would be "fine" even
though we may be racked with pain. Is such a response to be

. equated with lying?
Basic to the issue is the problem of whethèr the sanctity of

truth possesses certain qualifications. Is it necessary for truth

(the whole truth) to be told even though an adverse reaction
may occur, e.g., hurting feelings, ruining reputations and stimu-
lating economic . and/or political ramifications?

In addition, the issue has moral overtones relating to such

fundamental concerns as whether it is proper to. inform a dying
person of the terminal nature of an illness. Since traditional
Judaism sanctifies social morality as a religious pursuit "to the
same extent as ritual observance, a Halakhic analysis, rather
than a pure philosophical inquiry, must be developed.
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The Talmud (Shevuot 3 I a) presents two interesting cases
which may serve as the basis of an inquiry concerning the par-
ameters of truth.

A. How do we know that a disciple sitting before his master, who
sees that the poor- man is right and the wealthy man wrong,
should not remain silent? Because it is said: "From a false matter
keep far" (Exodus 23: 7).

B. A disciple to whom his master says, "You know that if I were
given a hundred manehs, I would not tell a lie; now so-and-so
owes me one maneh . . . rand) I have definitely one witness; you
come and stand there, but you need not say anything, so that you
wil not be uttering a lie from your mouth; - (But the debtor
wil think you have come to give evidence and wil perhaps admit
the debt of his own accord). Even so, this is prohibited because
it is said: "From a false matter keep far."

Case A teaches us that silence itself may be a form of false-
hood. In a circumstance wherein silence would result in a defin-
ite erroneous legal decision, it is incumbent to speak out and
rectify the wrong. Even though a case is being judged by the
master rather than the disciple, and normally it would be con-
sidered audacious to contradict one's teacher, stil the Biblical
injunction obligates one to reveal the truth. Personal qualms

about rutfi~g the dignity of the master by contradicting his

sagacity haye no bearing on the issue.
Case B informs us that the ilusion of falsehood is also false-

hood. The case relates to a circumstance wherein moral ques-
tions pertain only to the process rather than the end result. The
man may, indeed, owe the money to the master. But, Jewish law
requires a a:inimum of two witnesses to obligate repayment by
court procedures. Thus, even though the debtor may be lying,
it is stil prohibited to provide an illusion of two witnesses in

order to stimulate confession and repayment. _
Had the Talmi;d,. moreover, listed either of the cases, rather

than both, it would have been diffcult to generalize 'from one

to the other. If the Talmud cited only Case A, it would have been
possible to infer that silence is blameworthy only when a wrong
result would occur. Therefore, it may -be permitted to stand with
a reliable witness to èoerce a debtor to admit the truth. On the
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other hand, if the Talmud presented only Case B, it would be
possible to assume that silence is prohibited ~s a form of false.
hood only when it is accompanied by a positive activity such as
joining another witness. However, silent inaction may not be
construed to be wrong.

Further insight may be gleaned from R. Hananel's comment
that the above cases are instances of Rabbinical allusions to
Scripture. This comment suggests that these cases would not be
proscribed by Biblical law. They are, rather, Rabbinical dic-
tates based upon an interpretation of the Scriptural mandate.
The distinction between the Biblical and Rabbinical orientation
is mad~ on the basis of the translation of the Scriptural Hebrew
text, Midvar Sheker Tirhak. The term Dvar may denote a spo.
ken word or statement. A translation based upon the denotative
meaning of the text would read: "From a false word, keep far."
This means, perhaps, that Scripture proscribes only false state-
ments - not silence. Utilzing the connotation of the term Dvar,
which means matter or things, the Rabbis extended the scope
of the Biblical statement. A"ccordingly, any a~tivity - even
silence - which brings about falsehood must be prohibited.

In addition, the Rabbinical orientation may have focused

upon a consideration of the distinct implication of the Scrip.
tural verse. The Bible does not proscribe tellng a lie; rather, it
suggests the desirability of maintaining a social and moral dis.
tance from falsehood.

No generalization should be made on the basis of the above
citations because other Talmudic sources suggest various differ-
ent nuances concerning the par.ameters of truth. It is necessary
t? analyze each Talmudic source before drawing any conclu-
sions.

The Talmud in Ketubot (16b-l 7 a) notes:

Our Rabbis taught: How does one dance before the bride?

Bet Shammai say, "The bride as she is." And Bet Hilel say, "Beauti-
ful and graceful bride!" .
Bet Shammai said to Bet Hilel: If she was lame or blind, does one
say of her: Beautiful and graceful bride, whereas the Torah said, "keepfar from a false maUer?" .
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Said Bet Hilel to Bet Shammai according to your word, . if one had
made a bad purchase in -the market, should one praise it in his eyes .
or deprecate it? Surely, one should praise it in his eyes.

Therefore, the Sages said: HAlways should the disposition of man be
pleasant with people."

These sages were primarily concerned with the pJ;opriety of
a wedding celebration rather than the form of a dance, so they
they weré" intent upon formulating the wording of a greeting.
There are several interpretations to this debate. between Bet
Shammai and Bet -Hillel which shed light on the social dimen-
sions of truth.

i. The Tosafot contend that in a case of a bride 
" with a blem-

ish, Bet Shammai's position is that one may either be silent or
elect to praise a particular physical attribute of beauty such as
the bride's eyes. Bet Hìllel's position is that such selective

praise infers other negative physical aspects. Thus, Bet Sham-
mai does not establish a set phrase. The prohibition against in-
volvement with falsehood necessitates that each bride be judged
upon her own traits. Indeed, the value of truth is so vital that
it overcomes any negative consideration or personal anguish
t~at may result. On the other hand, Beth Hillel is concerned with
the personal sentiments of the .bride. Every bride, regardless of
any shortcomings; must be praised.

Bet Hillel's statement "Beautiful and graceful bride" is not
considered a falsehood in the case of a bride with blemishes for
the phrase may relate to the bride's actions (character) not her
physical tritts (see Korban Netanel). The debate may, there-
. fore, be about the type of falsehood prohibited by Scripture.
Beth Shámmai would contend that falsehood relates to the de-
notation of the . word or phrase. uttered~ 'If common parlance
gives a specific meaning to a phrase and facts appear to vitiate
such usage in" a particular situation, then no matter what conno-
tative meanings are' intended; such a phrase would be un accept-

. able. Since beauty gtmerally relates to physical traits. rather than
to character, this quality shouId not be applied to one who lacks
physical beauty. Bet Hillel maintains that falsehood is pro-

hibited only when tyen a connotation of truth is missing. Thus,
the term "beauty" may be applied to one lacking "physical
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beauty because, in this particular case, it may be said "to relate
to her character. As a result, it is not prohibited.

This may have been the motivation behind the forced explana-
tion in Genesis (20: 11-12) as to why Abraham stated that
Sarah was his sister rather than his wife. Sarah was supposedly
his sister since she was the daughter of his father but not of
his mother. Commentaries, moreover, state that in ancient times
a niece was cålled a daughter and a female cousin was called
a sister. According to Bet Hilel's interpretation, as long as
a connotative meaning may be applied to a term it is not regard-
ed as a reprehensible falsehood.

Indeed, the story in Genesis further refines the parameters of
truth. Abraham is defended for calling Sarah his sister because
of two motives: 1. He was fearful for his life. 2. Sarah was, in-
deed, called his sister. Why were both reasons presented? Is not
a person permitted' to lie in order to save his life? On the one
hand, why was it even necessary to suggest that the action was
not a falsehood? Also, if a connotative meaning is applicable,
why was it necessary to suggest that Abraham's life was in
danger?

It may be suggested that moral dilemmas do not necessarily
relate to problems of good and bador right and wrong. Rather,
moral problems may relate to decisions between right and right"
and good and good. It is rare that a person may be in a quandry
when the line of d~marcationbetween right and wrong is clear.
It is right to tell the truth. It is also right to save one's life. When
two positive values may be in conflct with each other, one must
determine the relative importance of each, the impact or çonse-
quence of such a choice, and the conditions under which one of
the values may be violated. It is obvious that saving one's life
is more vital than uttering a true statement. Yet, to righteous

Abraham, it was preferable to act in a fashion that did not ap-
pear to involve him in a falsehood.

Truth, in general cases, relates to the denotation of the term
expressed. When, for example, the value of truth is. in confict
with another value of greatei: importance, then, as long as the
connotative meaning is utilized, no evidence of falsehood may
be considered. Thus, when the feelings of a bride may be hurt
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and family harmony may be jeopardized, one may extend truth
to mean connotative interpretations. Bet Shammai, however,
would contend that the anguish of the bride is not suffciently
important to permit a "loose" interpretation of the prohibition
against a falsehood.

2. The Taz (R. David B. Shemuel Halevi: 1586~1667-
Russia, Poland) and Maharsha (R. Shemuel Eliezer Halevy
Aydels: 1555-1631 - Poland, Austria) present an alternate
position concerning the debate between. Bet Shammai and Bet
Hilel (Ketubot 17a, Even Ha-ezer 65: 1 ). They contend that
Bet Shammai was as concerned as Bet Hillel with developing
a universally applicable ritual phrase. Accordingly, the term
"the bride as she is" was to be recited. The motivation for this
interpretation is that to praise beautiful brides while providing
limited accolades to others is an act of public humilation that
no one should condone. To fulfill the requirement of keeping
far from falsehood, an innocuous statement was to be used. It

simply meant that the bride appears as, indeed, a bride should.
Bet Hilel, however, contends that the grace and beauty of the

bride should be noted regardless of her actual physical traits.
The reason is that at least in the eyes of the bridegroom the
bride has beauty and grace. Bet Hillel, therefore, presents sub-
stantiation from a case of a purchase wherein it is common prac-
tice to assume that the purchaser desired that which was pur-
chased.

According to Bet Shammai, statements are to be judged on
the basis of universal application. If a bride is generally con-

sidered not to be beautiful, it is wrong to praise her beauty,
even though her bridegroom may rave about her physical traits.
Truth, therefore, according to Bet Shammai , does not relate
to social and personal situations but rather is a universal moral
concept. Bet Hillel, however, contends that the morality of
statements is closely intertwined with. social considerations. To
the extent that beauty and grace are relative terms - 'So, too, "
is the morality (truth or falsehood) of such statements. Thus,

in a situation wherein it is assumed that at least one person in
the case considers the phrase truthful, no moral condemnation
may be manifested.
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The Rashash (R. Shemuel Shtarshon-Wilno, Poland), pre-
sents a third position relating to. truth and falsity. He is con-
cerned with two specific phrases of the text in Ketubot. In re-
sponse to Bet Shammai's concern that a statement praising the
beauty of an unbeautiful person may be morally incorrect, Bet
Hilel said, "Açcording to your words, if one had made a bad
purchase in the market, should one praise it . . . or deprecate
it?"

Two questions may therefore be asked of Bet HileL.
1. What is the meaning of the term "according to your

words?" Also, why was the term "market" utilized rather than
the term "merchant"? The Rashash theorizes that it is a mÏfsvah
to tell the truth and, therefore, incumbent upon a person to
advise a friend of a bad purchase made from a known merchant.
In a situation, however, where a purchase was made at a market
wherein the seller is not known, then, and only then, is it wrong
to cause personal anguish by defaming a purchase which cannot
be returned. Thus, it is not reprehensible to present praise where-
in no practical result would occur by tellng the truth. For ex-
ample, Bet Shammai is of the opinion that, once married, divorce
can only be granted in instances of adultery, since there is now
no practical moral mode of dissolving the marriage. Bet Hillel
said, ~~According to you. . . (Bet Shammai), there is no basic

benefit in telling the truth concerning the appearance of the
bride. "

This theory presents a standard with which to judge moral
statements. If truth will rectify an error, then it is incumbent
to tell the truth. YIf, however, no remedy exists to correct a prob-
lem, then it is moral to present praise, even if it is not necessarily
the truth. The Halakhah is according" to Bet Hillel (Even Ha-
ezer, 65: 1 ) . .

All the arguments presented suggest that there is no obligation
to reveal the truth in all circumstances. For instance, a person
is not obligated to inform an ugly person in the. street that he
(or she) is ugly. The reason, we can deduce, is that Scripture
does not state ''Truth must be told." Instead, the Bible merely
inhibits a falsehood from being uttered.

The three theories may now be related to the Talmudic text
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in Shevuot wherein it was noted that silence is a form of false-
hood. According to the position of the Tosafot, a connotation
öf truth is suffcient to judge a statement as moral if the dilem-
ma is between the value of tellng the truth and the value of not
hurting the feelings of others. In the case of Shevuot, however,
another ingredient is injected, i.e., deceitfully extracting money
from a person. Under such a circumstance, the truth must be
revealed.

Both the Maharsha and the Taz suggest that statements which
appear on the surface to be untruthful may~~t actually be rep-
rehensible in cases delineating a situation in which the purchaser
of an article is assumed to comprehend fully the terms and con-
ditions of his purchase. However, where no prior understanding
of right and wrong or truth and falsity are listed, as is the case
in Shevuot, then even silence is prohibited.

The Rashash contends that truth must be revealed whenever
it may rectify a situation. Therefore, it is logical that silence is
immoral when it may create a wrong act or decision. From the
above we conclude that, in monetary cases, the whole truth must
be revealed.

Yet, another interpretation of Bet Hilel's position vastly

expands the moral dimensions of truth. The Ritvah (R. Yomtov
B. A vraham (Ashbeelee) d. 1342, Spain) suggests that Beth
Hilel permits all brides to be lauded as being beautiful, for
truth may generally be modified for purposes-of Shalom (peace).

This general rule is cited in Yevamot 65b as follows:

1. R. Elai said in the name of R. Elazar b. Shamua: It is permitted
for a man t~ modify (a report) in the interest of peace, as it is
said (Gen. 50: 16) "Thy father did command, (etc.) so shall ye
say unto Joseph: Oh forgive, I pray thee."

2. R. Jonathan says, It is a religious duty (to modify) as it is said
(I Sam. 16: 2) "and Samuel said: How shall I go? If Saul should
hear it, he would kil me," etc. .

3. At the college of R. lshmael it was taught: Peace is a great thing,
for even the Holy One, praised be He, mndifed (Sarah's words)

for her sake~ as the verse says in the.beginning (Gen. 18: 12) "and
my Master 

(Abraham) is old," and afterwards it is said, "and I am
old."
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(Elaboations of these texts may be noted in the Midrash. See,
for example, Lev. Rabbah, Chapt. 9.)

The fist case relates_ 10 the fear . of J os~ph's brothers that
Joseph could punish them for their misdep.ds against him after
Jacob, their father, had died. They; tn~efore, informed Joseph
that, prior to Jacob's death, he had made a specific command
to implore joseph to fQrgive the sins of his brothers. Yet, no-
where in Scripture is any reference made to such a command by
Jacob prior to his death. As a. result, the Talmud derives the
dictum that truth may be modified . for purposes of family .peace._

The second illustration. is par of the story wherein Samuel
was commanded to visit the house of Jesse to annoint a king to
replace Saul. Samuel was fearful that King Saul would hear of
such intentions and would murder him to retain- his rule over

IsraeL. To assuage such fears, the Almighty told Samuel to inform
everyone that his purpose in the area was to offer certain sacri-
fices.He did not have to reveal the true purpose of his visit.
Truth was modified to establish an aura of.peace and harmony.
It is, perhaps, called a mitsvah in this case since the Almighty,
himself, suggested the subterfuge.

The third citation refers to an act of withholding information
for purposes of family harmony . In Genesis,. when Sarah was
first informed bya Divine messenger that she would give. birth,
she presented two negative reactions: (i) She was too old to

bear a child.;. (2) Abraham, her husband, was too old. Thus,
the advanced ages of both mates were noted as mitigating fac-
tors against the birth of a child. Yet, when Sarah's response was
r~lated to Abraham, the Almighty informed him only .of Sarah's
contention of her advanced age and not of her statement that
Abraham was too old to father a child. The negative information
was withheld so as not to cause. anguish to Abraham.

The Halakhic orientation, therefore, is that in a conflct be-
tween telling. the truth and disrupting family harmony or per-
sonàl-peace, the moral value of truth is secondary to the moral
value of peace. This general rule seems to conflict with the
textual arguments presented in the citations relating to the
debate between Bet Shammai and Bet HilleL. If the Halakhah
is that truth may be altered for the purpose of peace, then why
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did not Beth Hilel state this law to substantiate its viewpoint

. rather than provide support for its position by.cting an anecdote
of a person making a purchase. A simple retort to Beth Sham-
mai could have been that the Scriptural mandate against false-
hood is not applicable in cases where .truth is àltered to preserve
family peace or tranquilty.

The Sephardic author of Ben Y ohoyada suggests ( Yevamot
65b) that the general rule permitting truth to be altered for.
purposes of peace has a basic limitation: i.e., the rule relates
. only to a situation where there is - a pre-existing problem where
an untrue statement may. maintain calm and harmony. How-
ever, where no prior problematic conditiòn exists, the general
rule is not applicable and additional reasons must be developed
to sustain any alteration of truth.

The three Scriptural references cited above support Ben Y 0-
hoyada's theory. Joseph had, indeed, suffered as a result of the
actions- of his brothers. King Saul, moreover, was known to
jealously guard his royal image and the regal trappings of his
offce. A modification of truth was, therefore, permitted in both
cases to assuage feelings. In the case of Abraham and Sarah,
it was indeed a fact that Sarah had questioned the virility of
Abraham. The retelling of such a fact could only serve to hurt
Abraham~s pride. As a result, Sarah's statement was. simply notmentioned. .

In the case of an unbeautiful bride, hOwever, there is no

known, pre-existing statement of a derogatory or unkind nature.
On the contrary, the woman is being married and ostensibly no

. one has made any negative statement. Thus, Bet Hillel found
it necessary to develop a unique motivation for the altering of
truth. To advance its argument, Bet Hillel introduced the anec-
dote of the purchases. Once Bet Hillel developed a reason.
for declaring all brides beautiful, the end result was that this
case could . also . now be applied to the general rule; namely,
that truth may be altered for the purpose of peace. This may
be the explanation of the Ritvah's position. .

Another possible distinction between the citations is that
the Talmud in Yevamot relates only to circumstances where the
altering of the truth does not contradict known facts. Then
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it may be permitted either to add a statement or to withhold
information. However, to say that an ugly person is beautiful
requires a special explanation. It is for this reason that Bet

Hillel does not substantiate its theory by citing the general rule
noted in Yevamot.

Indeed, the rule that truth may be altered for purposes .of
peace (with the above-noted limitations) is quite distinct from
the cases relating to monetary circumstances noted by the Tal-
mud in Shevuot. A decision in a monetary case may bring tran- ,
quility to one party and anguish to another. Therefore, the alter-
ing of the truth, even by silence, cannot be condoned. No true
peace may result. .

Basic to a comprehensive understanding of the Talmudic no-
tion that truth may be altered for purposes of peacè is an appar-
ent contradiction noted in yet another Talmudic citation.

The Talmud (Yevamot 63a) states:

Rav's wife caused him anguish. When he asked. her. to prepare for
him lentis, she would prepare small peas for him; and when .he asked

for peas, she Would prepare lentils. When' his son Hiya grew up, he
used to reverse (the orders, and thus the result was just what Rav
wanted.) "Thy mother improved herself," Rav once ren:arked to his.
son. To which his son replied: "I caused it, because 1 reversed the
orders." Whereupon Rav said to 4im: "This is what people say: ~Thy
own descendant wil teach thee sense."' However, thou shalt not dO so
(anymore), because it is said (JeT. 9:40) 'They have taught their tongue
to speak falsehood, they weary themselves to commit ip.iquity.'''

Since Hiya had altered the truth to bring honor toms father
, 8pd peace to his home, should nQl such acts have been praised,
rather than prohibitèd?

The RashåI (R. Solomon Luria: 1510-1573, Poland) sug":
gests that ~abitual altering of the truth (as in the. c.ase of Hiya .

to" his mother) is.to be èondemned as repugnant to' the develop-
ment of. chat8;cter even though the purpose is to promote family
tranquility (See also Maharsha). The" modification of truth for
purposes of peàce is permitted only on an occasional, infrequent
basis. Thus, .even the positive value of peace cannot always be
utilzed to sanction "white lies".

The lyun Yaakov" (R. Jacob á. Joseph Reicher - Jacob Back
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~D. 1733, Austria), in a commentary on. the Ein Yaakov,
contends that the truth may not be modified for puryoses of
peace when the true nature of the issue can easily and subse-
quently be revealed. SinceRav might personally tequest his
food rathèr than utilze. his son, the trck might be discovered
and complications could result This means . that a "white lie"
is permitted for purposes of family peace, only in such circum-
stances that it would forever. remain. a secret. .

The guidelines presented herein Ünders"core the moral con-
siderations of acts of speech. Any oral statement is a process of
revealing and withholding information, for it reflects a .conscious
and subconscious determination of what to say; how to say. it,
and, how much to say. Coupled with this is the dilemma ot
whether it is proper even to make a statement at alL. As a result.
of this process of moral judgments, a scintilla of error may be
present even in a statement generaIly accepted as truth. This

factor may be the motivation impelling some pious Jews to re-
frain from taking an oath even on matters known to be truthfuL.
. The Midrash relates that synagogues in Jerusalem were de-
stroyed because. individuals made truthful oaths. It is for this

reason, perhaps, that in Pirkei A vot it. states: "AIl my life I
have dwelt among scholars and never have I found anything
better than silence." (See -Midrash Tanhuma, Leviticus, also
Midrash Rabbah, Numbers.),

Indeed, the Jewish orientation towards truth indicates a unique
positive dimension. Georg'Simmel, the German sociologist, for
example, contends that a lie contains two dy~functional elei-
ments: ( 1) It is an erroneous statement of fact;. and (2) it

withholds from the "recipient the true sentiment of the speaker.
As a n~sult, untruth creates a social distance between two. peo-

ple. Therefore, to bridge the gap of social distance, truthful
knowledge of the concerns. of a feIlow person is essentiaL.

Jewish tradition similarly intertwines :love and knowledge in
inter-personal relations. Scripture has a 

phrase in which the
Almighty notes of Abraham (Genesis 18-19): "I know him."
Rashi interprets this to mean, "I love him." Rashi's. explanation

is that love. and knowledge aredosely intertwned. The more
one loves a person, the more one seeks to have knowledge of
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him. Yet, this does not mean that the withholding of informa-
tion is an act of stiflng or lowering the intensity of love. Tht
Jewish tradition considers the withholding of information at
times a positive, functional act necessitated by the dictates of

love and compassion. Total truth may be an act of estrangement
and a "white lie" may be an act of love. The morality of state-
ments must not be viewed in abstract terms but, rather, in terms
of specific situational factors.

In an attempt to conceptualize the above viewpoints into a

pragmatic frame of reference the following moral dilemma is
presented:

Case: A woman is told by a doctorthat her husband is dying
of cancer or some other terminal disease. The patient has a
maximum of one year to live under optimum conditions; there
are no. medical means available either to extend the life span
or cure the disease. - Moral dilemma - should the patient be
told of the true nature of the illness or .should the. truth be

somewhat modified to spare him anguish?
Discussion:

Yevamot (65b) notes that, for purposes of promoting tran-
quilty and. eliminating anguish, truth may be generally altered.
However, according to the Rashal, a.habitual reiteration of false-
hood is not permitted. To retell a web of "white lies" to a dying
person is prohibited. To the extent, moreover, that modifications
of the truth can, with great probability, be discovered by the
patient himself, the "white lies" also would be prohibited by the
lyun Yaakov.

According to the Rashash, a "white lie" is permitted where

no practical ramifications of truth would be evident. In the case
of a dying man, however, there are some very pragmatic reasons
for him to be aware of the truthful situation. A proper wil may
yet have to be drawn; guidance to a family may be necessary;

and confession and repentance may be desired.
. From another viewpoint an argument may be presented that

a "white lie" may be permitted in this circumstance. Tosafot's

position is that in a conflict between telling the truth and causing
personal ill feelings, the truth may be somewhat modified pro-
vided that the phrase utilzed has a, connotation of truth. Therè-
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fore, a phrase must be developed to sustain a connotative'mean-
ing of truth. Phrases relating to a long life may refer to this
world or the world to come. To the eKtent~ however, that the

other theories sharply prohibit such activity, perhaps even Tosa-
fot would not condone a "white lie" in this circumstance; Tosa-
fot's argument applies only when there. is a conflict between tell-
ing the truth and hurting another individuaL. This situation,

howev.er, introduces yet a third variable: the factor of the prac-

tical ramifications involved in the question of apprising the dy-
ing patient of the true nature of his condition. This is why, in
this instance, it is problematic as to whether even Tosafot would
condone the altering of the truth.

It is probable, however, that it may be more proper in this
case to condone an act of silence rather than to tell an untruth.
The Talmud in Shevuot prohibits silence only when an actual
injustice is be'ing done to a person by, .for ex.ample, obligating
the payment of money. The opposite of silence would eliminate
the injustice. In the case of a dying person, the silence of actual
truth is not material to the "injustice of death." The man wil die
regardless of whether he is informed of the true condition of his
illness. In addition, silence appears to be a Rabbinical, not a
Biblical violation of Scripture.

However,. the question must be posed: is not the withholding

of knoviledge of imminent death a greater injustice than impos-
ing a fraudulent fiscal commitment? Judgment must be made
concerning whether silence is immaterial to the problem of death
in a particular situation, or not. The weight of rabbinical opin-
ion, would suggest, though, that a person should .be informed of
the terminal nature of his ilness.

(This discussion relates only to the propriety of tellng the
truth, not the manner in which such truth should be revealed
to a dying man. It does not enter into the, realm of therapeutic,
psychiatric and psychological modes of revealing information.)

This paper has sought to discuss the nexus of truth to social
conditions and is but an opening guide to the general theory

that morality may not be viewed in abstract terms but is fir,mly
. rooted in situational concerns. .

On the basis of the sources cited above, it can be deduced
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that there is no general rule relating to the morality of truth

since it is not always moral to tell the truth and it may, indeed,
be moral to tell a "white lie" or to remain silent. Therefore, in
each circumstance, one must determine which viewpoint is ap-
plicable.

Caveat: The above presentation in no way attempts to provide
definitive Halakhic - TalmuØic solutions to the moral dilemma.
Rather, it seeks to stimulate further thought, analysis, and dis-

cussion within the context of Judaism's traditional concern for

strengthening ethics and morality.
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